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Abstract

Jamming transitions in traffic flow
on complex queueing networks

Kanghun Kim
Department of Physics and Astronomy

The Graduate School
Seoul National University

A network is an abstract object composing of nodes and links. Due to its gen-

erality, it is appropriate to represent the complex systems in nature and soci-

ety, of which both elements and interactions are diverse. But until recently,

it was not known that many networks have a very heterogeneous structure,

called the scale-free network. This heterogeneous topology of underlying

networks affects significantly various dynamic processes on them such as

diffusion, Ising dynamics, epidemics, synchronization, and traffic flow and

so on.

Among them, transportation on complex networks is important since

many networks function as the substrate of transferring physical entities such

as merchandise, energy, information and even people themselves. Thus, it

is necessary to understand transportation on complex networks to improve

the transport efficiency of the system. Also one of the most interesting fea-

tures observed in transportation on networks is an emergence of the jamming
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transition when the number of entities exceeds a certain critical value. It is

a good example of collective phenomena, hence studying transport process

on networks is meaningful in theoretical point of view.

In this dissertation, we studied jamming transitions in traffic flow on

complex queueing networks such as Internet. In the Internet, data are split

into several number of basic information units called packet, which may

be regarded as a sort of particle, and transmitted through routers and cables.

When the number of incoming packets exceeds the number of removed pack-

ets, the traffic undergoes a jamming transition. There are various ingredients

affecting the properties of jamming transition: network topology, packet cre-

ation process, routing policy, queueing discipline, bandwidth of routers and

cables, finite buffer size, and so on. We studied effects of these ingredients

on the jamming transition with cellular automaton models.

First, we investigated the effects of queueing disciplines on jamming

transitions in traffic on queueing networks. We found when both the prior-

ity queueing discipline and an adaptive routing strategy are used simultane-

ously, the properties of jamming transitions and structure of phase diagram

of traffic are drastically changed. We introduced a minimal traffic model

with priority queueing discipline in which there are only two types of par-

ticles, one is assigned priority and the other is not. Priority queueing dis-

cipline induces an asymmetric interaction between different species of par-

ticles. Combined with adaptive routing policy, this asymmetric interaction

gives rich structure in phase diagram compared to those for other queue-

ing disciplines. Moreover, with priority queueing discipline and an adaptive

routing strategy, the overall congestion is worsened in the low particle den-
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sity region, while is improved in high density region, compared to those for

other queueing disciplines.

Next, we studied discontinuous jamming transitions in traffic on queue-

ing networks. In most cases of occurring a discontinuous jamming transition,

there is a common mechanism that the particle transmission rate to a certain

node decreases significantly when the length of queue of that node exceeds a

certain threshold, which mimics a limited size of buffer. It seems that discon-

tinuous jamming transition occurs only in the system involving such finite

buffer effect; however, there is an exception of this statement.

We found that in traffic on queueing networks of lacking finite buffer

effect, discontinuous jamming transition does not coincide with large scale

congestions, which is different from systems with finite buffer. We also

found that discontinuous jumps in the global order parameter and the ratio

of congested nodes increase and remain unchanged with increase of system

size N, respectively. This indicates the abrupt jamming transition is probably

discontinuous. At the jamming transition point under local adaptive routing

policies, topological information is ignored and thus a particle moves strictly

to the least congested node. Such behavior of a local adaptive routing policy

at the critical point disintegrates the network into several mutually unreach-

able components.

We examined a generalized local adaptive routing policy with extended

information horizon, i.e., a node can access information of congestion level

of nodes and topological shortest path within the range of information hori-

zon. We found that discontinuity in the order parameter at the jamming tran-

sition point decreases as the information horizon extends and finally disap-
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pears when the information horizon reaches the diameter of an underlying

network. We also checked a generalized stochastic adaptive routing policy

with control parameter β ; a particle hops to a node i with probability propor-

tional to (ni +1)−β where ni is the length of queue of node i. We found that

there is a crossover from continuous to discontinuous jamming transitions

with increasing β . From these, we concluded that discontinuous jamming

transition in traffic on queueing networks of lacking the finite buffer effect

occurs generally due to excessive congestion-avoiding behavior of routing

policies, which leads to fragmentation of the systems.

Finally, we studied the fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queueing

networkswith unlimited buffer.We found thatmaximum transport efficiency

does not coincide generally with the jamming transition point, in contrast to

usual cases such as vehicle traffic and traffic on queueing networks with

finite buffer. We found that maximum transport efficiency is achieved at the

onset of large scale congestions. It indicates the global order parameter is

insufficient to correctly describe the properties of traffic flow on queueing

networks with unlimited buffer.

Keywords : Traffic, Jamming transition, Discontinuous jamming transition,

Phase diagram, Free-flow phase, Congested phase, Packet, Priority queue,

Queueing discipline, Adaptive routing policy, Large-scale congestion, Fun-

damental diagram, Transport efficiency, Finite-size scaling theory, Cellular

automaton model, Complex network, Scale-free, Power law, Self-similarity

Student Number : 2005-23185
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Complex networks

A network is an abstracting object composed of nodes (vertices) and links

(edges) connecting nodes. Since nodes can represent any real entities and

links do real interactions between them, the network is suitable to describe

complex systems in nature and society. For example, proteins in the life in-

teracting each other can be represented by a network in which each protein

is a node and an interaction between proteins is a link connecting two cor-

responding nodes. Usually, it was difficult to apply network representation

in past since mapped networks are too big to analyze quantitatively, how-

ever, recent remarkable improvements in computer technology make it pos-

sible to deal with big data collected from various fields. One of most surpris-

ing discoveries from such data is that there exists a strong heterogeneity in

distribution of the number of connections between constituents of systems,

so-called degree, represented by the power-law behavior [1].

P(k)∼ k−γ (1.1)

It is unexpected since researchers had thought usually networks of homoge-

neous structure so far, proposed by Erdős and Rényi [2, 3], whose degree
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distribution follows the Poisson distribution.

P(k) = e−⟨k⟩ ⟨k⟩k

k!
(1.2)

where ⟨k⟩ represents the mean degree of a node. From many man-made in-

frastructure networks such as the Internet, world-wide web (WWW), global

air transportation systems, social relation networks represented by Facebook

to metabolic reactions or protein-protein interaction patterns in living bod-

ies, and food webs in the ecosystem, it is widely uncovered in recent a few

decades many networks have the scale-free structure [4–10]. This remark-

able discovery brings about a big rise in interdisciplinary researches ranging

from natural science to engineering and even sociology.

It is worth noting that above two distributions have very crucial dis-

tinctions. Eq. (1.1) implies the existence of nodes with very large degree,

so-called hubs, while Eq. (1.2) does not. Furthermore, when γ ≤ 3, the sec-

ond moment of the power-law degree distribution diverges in the thermo-

dynamic limit, which indicates that there is no characteristic degree scale in

the system.

⟨k2⟩=
∫ ∞

0
k2P(k)dk ∼ k3−γ

∣∣∣∞ → ∞ (1.3)

Thus, a network of which degree distribution follows a power-law is called

scale-free network.

As mentioned before, one of most basic measures in network theory is

the degree of a node, which is defined as the number of connected neigh-

bor nodes, usually denoted as k. It indicates how influential the node is in
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the connectivity of whole systems and various dynamics such as diffusion,

synchronization and Ising model and so forth. It is a local property of the

node. In addition, there are many other measures representing the centrality

of a node in the system. One of most important centrality measures is the be-

tweenness centrality bi of node i, which is defined as the sum of all fractions

of shortest paths passing through node i between two distinct nodes [11–13].

Since a shortest path between two different nodes depends on overall con-

nectivity structure of the system, it is a global property of node i. In scale-free

networks, it is known that the distribution of betweenness centrality follows

a power-law with exponent δ [13–16].

P(b)∼ b−δ (1.4)

It means that distribution of betweenness centrality is also highly heteroge-

neous, so a few nodes may be overloaded easily. But scale-free networks

have a much smaller diameter than other networks [17], hence it may be fa-

vorable in some cases. We will consider it more detail in the next section.

Also there is a strong correlation between degree k and betweenness central-

ity b of a node [13, 16, 18]

b(k)∼ kη (1.5)

where η = (γ −1)/(δ −1).

We may consider the correlations in degree of nodes as well. The av-

erage degree of nearest neighbors ⟨knn⟩(k) represents the first-order degree

correlation [4–7, 19]. If we measure the average degree of nearest neigh-
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bors as a function of degree k, it becomes flat in whole range of k if there

is no degree correlation. But if the degree correlation exists, it exhibits dif-

ferent behaviors. If ⟨knn⟩(k) exhibits an increasing behavior, there is a ten-

dency that nodes are more likely to be connected to nodes with similar de-

grees. If ⟨knn⟩(k) decreases, nodes are more likely to be connected with other

nodes with different degrees. Another important quantity is the clustering co-

efficient, which represent the abundance of connections between neighbor

nodes [4–7, 19].

Before going next, we mentioned briefly structural properties of the

Internet. Since the Internet is the most representative networks and largest

one, we should consider its structural properties in transport phenomena on

communication network. Figs. 1 and 2 show important properties of the

Internet topology [20–28]. It is a scale-free network with degree exponent

γ = 2.2 and has negative degree correlation. Also it has deep hierarchical

structures, as shown in k-shell decomposition analysis [22, 23] and clustering

coefficient.

1.2 Jamming transitions in traffic flow on com-
plex networks

Since the topology of underlying networks influences the dynamics occur-

ring on it, many physical, chemical, biological and even social processes

are investigated intensively [29, 30]. For instance, scale-free network struc-

ture affects the phase transition threshold in percolation and epidemic sys-

tems [31, 32], structural robustness against random failures [33], Ising dy-
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namics [34, 35], opinion formation [36], enhancement of synchronization [37]

and efficient transportation on the networks [38, 39], and so on.

Transport phenomena is very important since most networks play a role

of underlying substrate to transfer physical quantities such as goods, people,

information or energy and so forth. The blood vessel system in life, power

and water supply grid, highway road system, ecological food web, and the

Internet are very examples of the transport networks. The flow of any physi-

cal objects experiencing exclusion principle can be called traffic flow. Gran-

ular particle flow in space, vehicle flow in highway, data packet flow in In-

ternet are examples of traffic flow systems [40–47]. Due to finite space and

the exclusion principle, if the volume of traffic is large enough, congestion

phenomena may occur in traffic flow. When the system becomes congested,

transport efficiency of the system reduces drastically. It is known that there

exists a critical density of particle, vehicles or data packets in corresponding

systems separating the different phases of free-flow and congested phases,

respectively. This non-equilibrium phase transition in traffic flow is called

the jamming transition [40–42, 45, 46, 48–50]. Jamming transition is a good

example of collective phenomena emerging due to the interaction among

many constituents. Even though, detailed properties of various traffic sys-

tem may differ from each other, the glorious success of statistical mechanics

during the last century implies the existence of universalities penetrating all

systems irrespective of details of each system [46, 51].

And in nowaday, enormous volume of data are transferred through the

Internet and get explosively growingwith time. Therefore understanding and

improving information packet transport via the Internet is an important in
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complex systems from the perspectives of both theory and application. Data

packets created at certain nodes in the Internet travel to their destinations

under transmission control protocols. During the journey, packets interact

with other packets as they share a common line or buffer in the network.

Accordingly, several types of collective behaviors can emerge in the form

of self similar traffic or chaos [52–60]. To enhance transport efficiency, one

would like to design an appropriate protocol to transport as many packets as

possible with the lowest cost.

Figure 3: Schematic of a simple particle model. Particles are generated according
to the Poisson distribution. More than one particles in a same node simul-
taneously, particles form a queue. Particles are transmitted according to
a given routing rule.

When a packet is sent from one node to another in a network, it is usu-

ally routed along the shortest path; such a path is undoubtedly the best route

when the number of packets in the network is relatively small. However,

when many packets are floating around in the network, traffic congestion

8



can occur [61, 62]. This problem can be especially serious in scale-free (SF)

networks [38, 39, 63], since hubs are the bottlenecks of traffic flow. To re-

solve this congestion, many routing protocols have been proposed [64–69].

These are static routing protocols, so that a path from one node to another is

fixed regardless of the traffic level in the system at any given time. In con-

trast, there is a dynamic or adaptive routing protocol that guides packets to

alternative paths depending on the traffic on the path to each target [70–82].

When a packet travels through a router (node), it is temporarily stored in the

buffer (queue) at the node. There can be many queueing disciplines that con-

trol the order of packet transmission in the queue. The most common one is

the ‘First-In-First-Out’ (FIFO) discipline. Alternatively, the ‘Last-In-First-

Out’ (LIFO) discipline can be used [83, 84]. The priority queue is a rather

different discipline [85]. Each packet is assigned a priority upon its birth. A

packet with the highest priority is treated first in the queue, irrespective of

its order of arrival.

In this thesis, we studied jamming transitions in traffic flow on complex

queueing networks. The properties of jamming transitions in these systems

depend on several ingredients such as underlying network topology [38, 39,

63, 86], particle generation and annihilation processes [87–89], bandwidth

distribution [90–97], routing policy [64–82] and queueing discipline [98],

and finite buffer [78–82] and so on. We studied the effects of such factors

on jamming transitions in traffic flow on scale-free queueing networks. We

have mainly focused on the model with infinite buffer. We tried to under-

stand the effects of queueing disciplines on jamming transitions and found

that a queueing discipline becomes a relevant factor in jamming transitions

9



in a certain appropriate condition. Next, we concentrated on the discontinu-

ous jamming transitions in traffic flow on queueing networks lacking finite

buffer effect, and found that even in systems with unlimited buffer, a discon-

tinuous jamming transition is possible. We found that excessive congestion-

avoiding behavior of local adaptive routing policies disintegrates the system

into many non-communicable components and thus finally brings out such

abrupt transitions. Finally, we studied the fundamental diagram of traffic

flow on queueing networks with infinite buffer. Since the particle density

does not be well-defined in this system, we use the particle generation rate

instead of particle density. We found that in the queueing system with infi-

nite buffer, transport efficiency is generally not maximum at the jamming

transition point. The maximal transport efficiency is achieved at the onset of

global congestions.
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Chapter 2

Effects of the queueing discipline on
jamming transitions

It has been believed that a queueing discipline, a rule of deciding an order

of service for particles in a queue, is not a relevant ingredient in the jam-

ming transition for traffic in queueing networks. From the perspective of

queueing theory, two phases of traffic in queueing networks, free-flow and

congested (jammed) phases, are segregated by whether a queue grows or re-

mains stationary in time. Since only the ratio of incoming flux to and out-

going flux from a queue determines whether the queue grows in time, an

order of transmitting particles in a queue does not affect properties of the

jamming transition. However, when a special sort of queueing discipline,

so-called priority queue, combines with an adaptive routing policy, unex-

pected phenomena emerge in traffic systems. Under the priority queueing

discipline, particles with different priorities are regarded as different species

of particles and asymmetric interaction rules are applied between distinct

species of particles: in a queue, a particle with high priority passes parti-

cles with low priorities but the converse is forbidden. Combining with an

adaptive routing policy, which accounts for present traffic levels to decide

next destination, the priority queueing discipline hastens an onset of jam-

ming transitions and makes more fruitful phase structures compared with
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other non-priority queueing disciplines. This interplay between the adaptive

routing policy and the priority queueing discipline gives richer physics in

traffic flow on queueing networks.

2.1 Queueing theory and jamming transition in
traffic on networks

In everyday life, people encounter situations to wait for receiving a service

as the number of servers is limited in most cases. For example, we see the

queues in the store, bank, bus stop and so on. A queue refers to a waiting

line for services. For persons in queues, it is interesting to know the answers

of following questions: How long they should wait for services, in which

condition the length of a queue remains stationary, what average length of

a queue is in the steady state, etc. Many researchers have tried to answer

such questions and there are many results concerning various queueing prob-

lems [85, 99, 100]. A queueing system is composed of many factors: pop-

ulation, arriving pattern, service time distribution, service time distribution,

capacity of the queueing facility, number of servers, queueing discipline.

The queueing discipline (protocol) is a rule of deciding the order of serving

clients in the queue. There are several kinds of queueing disciplines such

as First-In-First-Out (FIFO), Last-In-First-Out (LIFO), Service-In-Random-

Order (SIRO), Priority-Queue (PQ) discipline and so forth [85, 99, 100].

Suppose we consider a single-server queueing system where the parti-

cle insertion and transmission event occurs according to a Poisson process

with mean λ and µ , respectively. In addition, assumes infinite population,
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unlimited queueing space and FIFO discipline. It is the simplest queueing

system and denoted as M/M/1 queue in the Kendall notation [85, 99, 100].

Assuming the system is in a steady state, then steady state probability pn,

which the system is in the state of queue length of n, should satisfy the bal-

ance equations between incoming and outgoing flux.

(λ +µ)pn = λ pn−1 +µ pn+1 for n ∈ N (2.1)

It can be solved easily,

pn = (1−ρ)ρn where ρ =
λ
µ
, n ∈ N+ (2.2)

But note that ρ < 1 should be satisfied due to the probability normalization

condition, it implies that the M/M/1 queue can be stable only if when λ < µ .

It can be also verified by calculating the number of particles in the system,

n =
∞∑

n=0

npn = (1−ρ)
∞∑

n=0

nρn = ρ(1−ρ)
d

dρ

∞∑
n=0

ρn =
ρ

1−ρ
(2.3)

As shown in Eq. (2.3), the average number of particles in the system diverges

as ρ → 1 and thus the length of queue remains stationary only when λ < µ . It

means nothing but the mean number of incoming particles should be smaller

than that of outgoing particles to be stationary. Also it implies that only the

ratio of incoming and outgoing flux does matter to determine the stationarity

of a queue. The queueing discipline does not influence at all in it.

Next we apply this analysis to traffic flow in queueing networks. Con-

sider a simple particle transfer model on a network as follows: An under-
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Figure 4: Schematics of dynamics of simple single queueing systems. Above cor-
responds to First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queueing discipline, below does
Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) one, respectively. In the queueing system, the
length of a queue is wholly determined by a ratio of insertion and removal
rates. An order of services does not matter for the length of the queue.

lying network is one connected component of N nodes with a given degree

distribution. Each node generates particles with a rate λ and transfer one

particle on average in its queue with a rate µ . A destination of each parti-

cle is chosen randomly among the other nodes at its birth. A particle travels

along the shortest path toward its innate destination. We enable to estimate

the average number of incoming particles in a node per time in a following

manner. For each source and destination node pair, the average number of

created particle per time is p/(N −1). Then, a fraction bi of these particles

passes through a node i, where bi is the betweenness centrality of a node i

defined as

bi =
∑

s̸=t ̸=i

nsd(i)
nsd

, (2.4)

where nsd is the total number of shortest paths from node s to d and nsd(i) is
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the total number of these shortest paths passing through a node i [11–16, 18].

It gives effective probability that a particle traveling between arbitrary pairs

of two nodes passes through a node i. Therefore, the expected number of

particles entering a node i per time is pbi/(N −1). The traffic congestion in

queueing networks can be identified as the existence of growing queues in

time. Since every node transmit one particle on average per time, a conges-

tion begins to happen when

pc =
N −1
bmax

(2.5)

where N is the number of nodes, bmax is the maximum betweenness cen-

trality [38, 86]. It indicates that the onset of congestion in traffic flow on

queueing networks is determined by the particle generation rate, topology

of an underlying network and routing policy. Once again, the queueing dis-

cipline has no effect on the occurrence of congestions. It is worth empha-

sizing that Eq. (2.5) holds for any static routing policies if redefined bi for a

given routing policy is used [30]. Fig. 5(a) shows a behavior of the order pa-

rameter ρ obtained from numerical simulations with different queueing dis-

ciplines. Two order parameters, obtained from simulations with FIFO and

LIFO queueing discipline respectively, are collapsed in the same curve. It

confirms that the queueing discipline is an irrelevant factor in the onset of

jamming transitions, at least with static routing policies.

However, the queueing discipline affects the waiting time distribution

P(tW ) [83, 84, 98, 100–103]. The waiting time of a particle is defined as

the total time which the particle stays in queues until it disappears from the
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system. Fig. 5(b) exhibits different behaviors in waiting time distributions

for traffic with FIFO and LIFO queueing discipline, respectively.

2.2 Aminimalmodel of traffic flow on networks
with priority queueing discipline

The priority queueing discipline is rather different from other queueing dis-

ciplines. Under priority queueing discipline, a particle has a scalar quantity

called priority, which is either discrete or continuous. The priority queue

handles first a particle with highest priority in the queue regardless of the

order of arrivals. Particles with different priorities are regarded as distinct

species of particles. It means that with priority queueing discipline, the par-

ticles are not identical any more. There is asymmetric interaction rule be-

tween distinct species of particles: particles with high priority pass those

with lower priority, while the converse is forbidden. So we may think that

the priority queueing discipline changes radically the traffic system. It may

bring out unexpected physics which do not occur in traffic system with other

non-priority queueing disciplines.

To study the effects of priority queueing discipline, we studied the jam-

ming transition in traffic flow on scale-free networks using the priority queue-

ing discipline. For simplicity, we introduce a minimal model in which there

are only two levels of priority, i.e., two species of particles exist, one is of

having priority, the other of having no priority. We use undirected scale-

free networks generated by the static model [13]. The number of nodes is

N = 1000, the average degree of a node is ⟨k⟩= 4, and the degree exponent
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Figure 5: Order parameter ρ (a) and waiting time distribution P(tw) (b) for traffic
under FIFO and LIFO queueing discipline, respectively. q is the particle
generation rate and tw is waiting time of a particle. Underlying networks
are scale-free with γ = 2.5 and the shortest path routing policy is used.
Fig. (a) shows that with a static routing policy, the queueing discipline
does not affect the jamming transition in traffic flow on networks. How-
ever, waiting time distributions are different between distinct queueing
disciplines, in general, as shown in Fig. (b).
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with the static routing policy does not make a change in behavior of the
order parameter and that gives the same result as that for the FIFO disci-
pline.
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is γ = 2.5. Details of the model are as follows:

1. Every node creates a particle with the rate q whose destination is cho-

sen randomly among other N −1 nodes.

2. A particle is assigned to be either with or without priority. The fraction

of priority-assigned particles is f .

3. The priority queueing discipline is applied. In a queue, particles with

priority are delivered firstly toward their destinations. Particles with-

out priority are forwarded after there is no more particles with priority

in a queue. Same types of particles in a queue are treated following

the FIFO queueing discipline.

4. All non-empty nodes transfer one particle in one time step.

5. Particles are forwarded according to two routing policies, shortest path

(SP) and global adaptive (GA) routing strategy, respectively. In SP

routing policy, a sort of static routing rule, particles travel along short-

est paths toward their destinations. The GA routing policy makes a

particle moving along the optimal path for which the expected travel

time in a current step, sum of distance to the destination and the total

waiting time in the queues on the way, is minimized.

6. The size of buffers is unlimited.

If these 6 steps are executed one time for all nodes, then time goes by

one step. Our simulations are performed for up to 5× 104 time steps. Note

that when f = 0 or f = 1, the priority queueing discipline reduces to the
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FIFO discipline. We can also describe global adaptive routing policy more

formally. Under GA routing policy, each sort of particle travels along the

path that minimizes the quantity

Ls,d(t) = ℓx +
∑
i∈x

ni(t), (2.6)

where ℓx is the hopping distance along a path x connecting two nodes s, d,

and ni(t) is the queue length at node i on the path x at time t [98]. For particles

with (without) priority, ni(t) is regarded as the number of priority-assigned

(both species of) particles that have accumulated in the queue at node i at

time t. Hence, the path minimizing Ls,d(t) corresponds to the least travel

time path for the particle at time t. And if more than one particle arrives at a

node simultaneously, then the queue length increases. The system is updated

in parallel, meaning that all particles move simultaneously with the queue

length information of the previous time step.

2.2.1 Order parameter

To characterize the jamming transition, we use the order parameter for each

species of particle ρα , where α = p for particles with priority, α = n for

particles without priority, andα = tot for both species together. ρα is defined

as

ρα ≡ lim
t→∞

⟨Aα(t +∆t)−Aα(t)⟩
Iα∆t

(2.7)

where Aα(t) is the total number of particles of species α in the system at

time t, Iα is the number of particles of species α generated in unit time step
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and ⟨· · · ⟩ means the average over time windows ∆t [38, 86]. Here, Iα is

Iα = Nq f , Nq(1− f ), and Nq for α = p, n, and tot, respectively. If the traffic

of particles of species α is in the free-flow state, then ρα is equal to 0, since

the number of created particles of speciesα balances the number of removed

particles of species α so Aα remains stationary. However, if the traffic is

in a congested state, then 0 < ρα ≤ 1 as the number of incoming particles

into system exceeds that of outgoing particles. Especially, when ρα = 1, the

traffic is in the completely congested state.

In general, the jamming transition point for particles with priority does

not coincide with that for particles without priority, denoted by qp and qn,

respectively. Obviously qp > qn because particles with priority prevent the

movement of particles without priority. When f = 0 and f = 1, all particles

are of the same type and the queueing process is governed by the FIFO dis-

cipline. In this case, the order parameter and the jamming transition point

are denoted by ρ0 and q0, respectively. Technically, we select the transition

point as the q-value at which ∆ρ exhibits a sudden jump for the first time

with respect to increasing q.

We observe the behavior of the order parameters. We consider ρp as a

function of q for various f in Fig. 7(a). For f = 0 or f = 1, we obtain q0 ≃

0.048, which changes depending on the number of nodes N and topology of

the underlying network.When 0< f < 1, the jamming transition point qp for

priority-assigned particles is larger than q0. Since particles without priority

do not block the traffic of particles with priority and the particles of the same

species is queued according to the FIFO discipline, traffic of particles with

priority is essentially same as traffic of identical particles in same number.
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Figure 7: Order parameter ρ for particles with (a) and without priority (b) versus
the particle generation rate q for various fractions f of the priority assign-
ment, respectively. It shows that qp for 0 < f < 1 is larger than q0, which
is the critical value for FIFO queueing discipline, and that qn < q0 for
0 < f < 1. Clearly, particles with priority hinder the transmission of par-
ticles without priority, qp > q0 > qn should be satisfied in this system. It
also exhibits that qp decreases with increasing f , while qn shows a non-
trivial behavior, since qn depends on not only the number of particles
without priority but also the number of particles with priority.
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Figure 8: Order parameter ρtot (a) for all particles versus the particle generation rate
q for various fractions f of the priority assignment and scaling behavior of
the order parameter ρp (b) for particles with priority, respectively. Fig. (a)
shows that under the priority queueing discipline, traffic for all particles
become congested at smaller values of q, which is qn, than q0 for FIFO
discipline, while it become less congested at
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Hence, one can obtain the relation

qp f = q0 (2.8)

This scaling behavior Eq. (2.8) of jamming transition points for particles

with priority with various f s can be verified if ρp for various f are collapsed

in the same curve by that scaling Eq. (2.8). Fig. 8(b) exhibits such collapses

so it confirms Eq. (2.8) is valid. On the other hand, when q> qp, a fraction of

particles with priority cannot reach their targets during a given time interval

and so the number of particles with priority increases in time. Hence, ρp > 0

in such a case.

Second, we examine the behavior of the jamming transition for parti-

cles without priority. Since particles with priority delay the traffic of particles

without priority under the priority queueing discipline, the jamming transi-

tion for particles without priority occurs at qn smaller than q0. As qp > qn

for a given f , ρp = 0 and 0 < ρn < 1 for qn < q < qp. Fig. 7(b) shows the

behavior of ρn as a function of q for various f . For q > qp, the traffic for

particles without priority is completely congested, i.e., ρn ≃ 1.

Next, we combine the above two cases and consider the jamming tran-

sition for all particles irrespective of priority assignment. ρtot is the order

parameter for all particles. The behavior of ρtot is shown in Fig. 8(a). ρtot

satisfies the relationship

ρtot = f ρp +(1− f )ρn, (2.9)
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where ρp and ρn can change depending on q. We summarize the delivery

fraction for all particles as

ρtot =


0 for q < qn,

(1− f )ρn for qn < q < qp,

1− f (1−ρp) for q > qp.

(2.10)

It is interesting to note that the order parameter ρtot under the prior-

ity queueing discipline can be smaller than the ρ0 obtained from the sim-

ple FIFO discipline. This phenomenon can occur in the region of q > qp, as

shown in Fig. 8(a) (for example, q > 0.12 for f = 0.5, and q > 0.096 for

f = 0.75). The unexpected improvement in overall transport efficiency in

congested regions is due to the priority queueing discipline, since it enables

us to control the density of particles with priority; these particles still remain

deliverable particles in the congested state. For the other cases, ρtot < ρ0, im-

plying that the overall traffic under the priority queueing discipline is worse

in the free-flow state, despite the improvements observed when the system

is in the congested state.

This unexpected behaviors in the order parameter ρ under the priority

queueing discipline can be understood in detail. In first, note that our hetero-

geneous transportation system does not use fully their resources: according

to underlying topology and routing policy, there are both overloaded nodes

and relatively idle nodes. Due to these idle nodes, adaptive routing proto-

cols can enhance generally the transport efficiency of the system. But prior-

ity queueing discipline gives another chance to change the situations. Fig. 9
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exhibits such situation. If non-priority queueing discipline is used, the par-

ticle in node 1 travel along the below path since it is less congested path.

However, if the particle in node 1 has priority and priority queueing disci-

pline is applied, then above path will be chosen obviously. In this way, pri-

ority queueing discipline can activate alternative paths different from those

for other non-priority queueing disciplines. It makes a difference in behavior

of order parameters.

Figure 9: Schematic representing the effect of priority queueing discipline. Under
non-priority queueing protocols, the particle in node 1 try to travel along
the path 1 → 3 → 4 → 5 since that path correspond to the path of least
travel time. However, if the priority queueing discipline is applied and
the particle in node 1 has priority, then obviously, the path 1 → 2 → 5
will be the best path.

2.2.2 Phase diagram

Fig. 10 are phase diagrams of the each type of particle traffic in the space of

(q, f ). Under the FIFO discipline, the phase diagram can be represented actu-

ally as 1-dimensional line which is divided into two parts by the point q= q0,
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Figure 10: Phase diagram for particle traffic with and without priority, respectively.
For particle traffic with priority in (a), the dark gray region represents
the free-flow state when the FIFO discipline is applied and the light gray
region represents the additional free-flow state for the priority-assigned
particles under the priority queueing discipline. On the other hand, for
particle traffic without priority in (b), the free-flow region shrinks.
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with the free-flow state appearing in the region q < q0 and the congested

state appearing in the region q > q0. However, when the priority queueing

discipline is used, the situation become a bit complex. It is meaningful to

consider the phase diagram for each particle traffic separately. As shown in

Fig. 10(a), The free-flow region for particle traffic with priority can be rep-

resented as the region q < (q0/ f ). Due to priority queueing discipline, free-

flow region for particles with priority is extended compared to that for the

FIFO discipline. But on the other hand, as shown in Fig. 10(b), free-flow re-

gion for particles without priority shrinks significantly. It may be regarded as

a trade-off between two distinct particle traffics. For overall particle traffic,

phase diagram is the same as that for particle traffic without priority.

2.2.3 Waiting time distribution

Wemeasure the waiting time distributions P(tw) for particles with and with-

out priority [83, 84]. The waiting time tw is defined as the time spent in the

queues on the way to the target, excluding the transit time. As shown in

Fig. 11, the waiting time distribution follows a power law P(tw)∼ t−δ
w near

the transition points qp and qn, where δ ≈ 3.4(1) for particles with priority

and δ ≈ 1.9(1) for particles without priority. It means that particles with-

out priority spend longer time in queues than particles with priority. Obvi-

ously, it is due to the blocking effect of particle with priority. In the free-

flow regions q < qp and q < qn, the waiting time distribution behaves as

P(tw) ∼ e−tw/τ , where τ is the mean waiting time and depends on the den-

sity of particles in the network. The maximum waiting time of particles in

the free-flow region is estimated to be tm ≈ 70 for a system of size N = 103.
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This means that particles can reach their targets within tm at the most.
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Figure 11: The waiting time distribution in the free-flow region for particles with
(a) and without (b) priority for f = 0.9 and f = 0.25 respectively. The
power-law behaviors are obtained at qp ≈ 0.053 and qn ≈ 0.015, which
are regarded as the jamming transition points. The solid lines are guid-
ance with slopes −3.4 (a) and −1.9 (b), respectively. It represent the
trapping of particles without priority due to particles with priority.
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2.2.4 Power spectrum of traffic time series

Next, we consider the number of particles with (or without) priority in the

system as a function of time. Then, the power spectrum S(ω) of the traffic

is defined as

S(ω) =
|g(ω)|2∑T/2

ω=0 |g(ω)|2
, (2.11)

where g(ω) =
∑T−1

t=t0 Aα(t)exp(−i2πωt/(T − t0)) and Aα(t) is the num-

ber of particles with (α = p) or without (α = n) priority in the system at

time t. t0 denotes a certain time in steady state and T is the total simu-

lation time step, taken as 5 × 104. The power spectrum of the traffic in

the system is measured in Fig. 12. The behavior of the power spectrum

S(ω) depends on the particle generation rate q as well as the particle type.

When the particle generation rate q is near the jamming transition point,

the power spectrum exhibits a crossover between two power-law behaviors

S(ω)∼ω−α withα ≈ 0.7 andα ≈ 1.7 for particles with priority andα ≈ 0.9

and α ≈ 1.8(1) for particles without priority. The crossover behavior occurs

roughly at ωc ≈ T/2πtm ≈ 102. This value corresponds to the maximum

waiting time in the system, tm, roughly estimated in Fig. 11 to be 60 ∼ 70

for a system of size N = 103. The 1/ f α -type (α < 2) power spectral den-

sity suggests that there exists a long time correlation in the transport of both

types of particles. The crossover behavior above is distinct feature compared

with what were observed in a model system [84]. In those systems, the 1/ f α -

type behavior appears in broad range, more than three decades of ω , without

showing the crossover behavior. The difference may root in: For our system,

we used a global adaptive routing policy, which reduces the waiting time
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in queues drastically, so that the maximum waiting time tm is rather small.

Thus, the crossover behavior occurs at finite ωc. However, in those systems,

the maximum time tm is large, and then the crossover behavior cannot be

observed.

2.3 Summary

In summary, we studied traffic flow on scale-free networks with various

queueing disciplines and routing policies. We confirmed that the queueing

discipline is an irrelevant factor in jamming transitions if the static routing

policy is used. However, when the priority queueing discipline combines

with the adaptive routing policy, the jamming transition and phase diagram

become changed drastically from those with non-priority queueing disci-

plines such as FIFO or LIFO and so forth. Under priority queue, particles in

the system are not identical any more. According to the number of priority

levels, particles are classified into distinct species. Also the priority queueing

discipline induces an asymmetric interaction rule between distinct species of

particles: particles with high priority overtake particles with low priorities.

Combining with appropriate adaptive routing policies, it brings about huge

changes in the system. We introduced a minimal model of traffic with pri-

ority queueing discipline where there are only two levels of priority. We

showed that overall traffic flow can be improved in the congested state with

the priority queueing discipline; however, the overall traffic becomes worse

in the free-flow state and the jamming transition point is reduced, which is

due to the trapping of non-priority particles. Considering two species of par-
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ticle separately, the jamming transition points for particles with and without

priority are different, respectively. Also, the phase diagram for each particle

are significantly different from that for the other one. Near each jamming

transition point, the waiting-time distribution follows a power law, and the

power spectrum of the number of particles in the system exhibits a crossover

between two power-law behaviors, respectively. The existence of character-

istic time scales via crossover is due to the global adaptive routing policy

and finite system size. We obtain 1/ f α -type power spectra in the small ω

regime for both types of particles, which implies the existence of long-range

correlations near the jamming transition points.
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Chapter 3

Discontinuous jamming transitions in
traffic on queueing networks without
finite buffer effect

It has been believed that the discontinuous jamming transition in traffic on

queueing networks occurs only in the system involving finite buffer effect.

In such system, particle transmission rate to a certain node decreases sig-

nificantly when the number of accumulated particles in the queue of that

node exceeds a certain threshold. It mimics the queueing systems with fi-

nite buffer. This mechanism makes a locally initiated congestion spread to

their neighbor nodes and thus finally leads to a large scale congestion in the

system. As a result, overall particle transmission rate diminishes drastically

compared to that of the system in free-flow phase and thus system under-

goes the discontinuous jamming transition. However, there is an exception

in which an abrupt jamming transition happens but the particle transmis-

sion rate is always constant. In this system, a local adaptive routing policy

with limited information guides particles to only their least congested neigh-

bor nodes and hence makes particles trapped in local regions. This overesti-

mated congestion-aware behavior of local adaptive routing strategy prevents

the particles from reaching their destinations and finally disintegrates the

network into several unreachable components. Consequently, a discontinu-
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ous jamming transition happens in the system. The failure of local adaptive

strategy can be fixed by gathering more information or introducing mem-

ory effect or weakening congestion-avoidance tendency. When all informa-

tion is accessible, discontinuity at jamming transition point disappears. Us-

ing information of past visited nodes in routing process also makes the jam-

ming transition continuous. With stochastic adaptive routing policy, there is

a crossover between continuous and discontinuous jamming transitions with

change of congestion-avoiding control parameter. Moreover, the jamming

transition point is most delayed at the tricritical point.

3.1 Nature of jamming transitions in traffic flow
on networks

As mentioned in 1.2, the jamming transition in traffic on queueing networks

depends on various factors such as network topology, routing policy and

queueing discipline, bandwidth of nodes and links and so on. Many models

of traffic flow have been introduced so far and in most cases, a jamming

transition occurs smoothly. However, there are a few models exhibiting dis-

continuous jamming transitions as well [70, 72, 78, 79, 81, 82]. In the traffic

flow on queueing networks, the nature of jamming transitions can be defined

through a behavior of the order parameter ρ [38, 86],

ρ ≡ lim
t→∞

⟨A(t +∆t)−A(t)⟩
N p∆t

, (3.1)
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with a change of particle generation ratio p. If there is a finite gap in order

parameter via the jamming transition point in the thermodynamic limit, the

transition is referred to as discontinuous. Note again that the jamming tran-

sition in our system is a kind of non-equilibrium phase transition and thus

the phases are defined by properties of the system in the steady state. Two

phases, free-flow and congested phases, are separated by the condition of

whether the number of created particles balances the number of annihilated

particles in average. It can be regarded as a kind of the boundary-induced

phase transitions similar to ASEP model [46, 104–106].

3.1.1 Continuous jamming transitions

Most traffic models introduced so far exhibit the continuous jamming tran-

sition with different critical generation ratio pc. As mentioned in 2.1, with

static routing policy, the jamming transition begins to occur when the node

with maximum betweenness centrality becomes congested,

pc =
N −1
Bmax

, (3.2)

with the uniform bandwidth of all nodes equal to 1 per time. Provided that

the network topology and bandwidth of nodes are fixed in time, relevant in-

gredients in jamming transitions are only routing and queueing discipline.

Furthermore, if a routing policy is static, a queueing discipline does not af-

fect the behavior of jamming transition, as already shown in 2.1. Since the

static routing policy does not change the paths in time and not account for

dynamic variation of congestion levels, spreadings of congestions to neigh-
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bor nodes do not occur. Once the betweenness centrality of the node under a

given static routing policy are determined, we can recognize the number of

congested nodes at any ps. Consequently, with the static routing policy, only

one node with maximum betweenness centrality Bmax becomes congested at

the jamming transition point and this congested node does not affect the

traffic flow in other nodes, i.e., large scale congestion cascades do not oc-

cur. Thus, jamming transitions with static routing policies are all continuous

clearly.

3.1.2 Discontinuous jamming transitions and finite buffer
effect

Even though most models of traffic flow on queueing networks show a con-

tinuous jamming transition, a few models exhibiting a discontinuous jam-

ming transition do exist [70, 72, 78, 79, 81, 82]. These models share a com-

mon mechanism that the particle transmission rate to a certain node reduces

significantly when the number of accumulated particles in that node exceeds

a certain threshold value. It is similar to a situation occurring in the system

with finite buffer, i.e., a node of which buffer is fully occupied rejects re-

ceiving new particles from its neighbors. Thus we refer to this mechanism

as finite buffer effect. Examples of such finite buffer effects introduced so
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Figure 13: Order parameter ρ versus particle generation ratio p for traffic mod-
els on queueing networks exhibiting a discontinuous jamming transi-
tion with finite buffer effect. See [78, 81].
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far are follows as:

ηi j ∼ (qiq j)
−α (3.3)

ηi j ∼ 1− η̄Θ(q j −qth) (3.4)

ηi j ∼ 1−1/[1+ exp(−β (q j −qth))] (3.5)

ηi j ∼ 1−Θ(q j −qth) (3.6)

Once one node becomes congested, then particles in the queue of its neigh-

bors, which try to hop into that node, cannot move and should stay in their

present nodes. As time goes on, these neighbor nodes become congested and

in this way, initial local congestions spreads out to whole networks. This cas-

cading of congestions leads to a sharp drop in overall particle transmission

rate eventually and therefore a discontinuous jamming transition occurs in

the system. Note that discontinuous jamming transition and large-scale con-

gestions coincide with each other in the system with finite buffer effect.

3.2 Discontinuous jamming transition without
finite buffer effect

However, it is interesting that an exceptionalmodel without such finite buffer

effect, inwhich a discontinuous jamming transition occurs [72]. In thismodel,

particle transmission rate is always constant. But the sharp transition is ob-

served in the order parameter at the jamming transition point. It remains

rather unclear yet that whether this transition is really discontinuous.
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3.2.1 Model descriptions

We investigated the models introduced in [72, 98]. We perform extensive

simulations of traffic flow on the scale-free network. We used BA model

with the number of nodes N = 1000, mean degree ⟨k⟩ = 4 and the degree

exponent γ = 2.5 [1, 107, 108]. We also conducted simulations for other

scale-free networks with several N and γ , and even for ER networks [2, 3]

and confirmed that our conclusion is quite general. With this scale-free net-

work, we performed the following traffic dynamics.

1. Particle creation and annihilation : every node generates a particle

with probability p, which is sent toward a randomly chosen destina-

tion. Upon arriving at destinations, particles are removed from the sys-

tem.

2. Queueing discipline : when particles arrive at the same node simulta-

neously, they are accumulated in the buffer and served according to

the first-in-first-out queueing rule.

3. Buffer size : the buffer size is assumed to be unlimited.

4. Bandwidth of nodes : the bandwidth of all nodes is same as one particle

per time step.

5. Routing policy : two different routing polices are used for comparative

investigations: (i) particles are sent along a locally optimal path for

which the sum of the distance from a present node to the destination

and the waiting time at the nearest neighbor on the path is minimized.
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This is referred to as the local adaptive (LA) routing policy [72]. (ii)

particles are sent along a globally optimal path for which the sum of

the distance from a present node to the destination and the waiting

times spent in the queues on the way is minimized. This is referred to

as the global adaptive (GA) routing policy [98].

These 5 rules have been applied once for all nodes, then time goes by

one step. We performed simulations up to 2×105 time steps using the par-

allel updating scheme. It is known that the order parameter of the jamming

transition behaves differently for the two routing policies [72, 98]. For the

first routing policy, the jamming transition is discontinuous, while for the

second policy it is continuous. These routing policies are represented for-

mally as follows: Let Li be the effective distance from node i to a target

node. Then, Li is written for the LA and GA routing policies as follows:

LLA
i = di +ni(t), and (3.7)

LGA
i = dx +

∑
j∈x

n j(t), (3.8)

respectively, where di is the hopping distance between node i and the target

along the shortest path. dx is the hopping distance from node i to the target

along a given path x, and ni(t) is the number of particles contained in the

buffer of node i at time t.
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3.2.2 Order parameters

We use the order parameter ρ for the jamming transition introduced in 2.2.1.

ρ ≡ lim
t→∞

⟨A(t +∆t)−A(t)⟩
N p∆t

(3.9)

If the number of created particles balances the number of removed particles

on average, ρ is zero. This state is referred to as a free-flow state. However,

if the number of created particles is larger than the number of removed par-

ticles, A(t) increases linearly in time. Hence, 0 < ρ ≤ 1, and this state is

defined as a congested state. There is a critical value pc across which the

jamming transition occurs from the free-flow to the congested state.

We can look into jamming transitions in more detail. Though ρ can

give information about the overall balance between particle creations and

annihilations, it does not give information about the spatial distribution of

congestions in the system. To resolve this problem, we introduce a local

order parameter for a node i, defined as follows.

ρi ≡ lim
t→∞

⟨qi(t +∆t)−qi(t)⟩
p∆t

(3.10)

Thus, we can identify the state of a node in the same way for the overall sys-

tem, namely, a node i is in free-flow state if ρi = 0, otherwise it is congested.

Note the global order parameter ρ is an average of all local order parameters,

ρ = Σρi(t)/N [78, 79]. Using local order parameters, we measure the ratio

of congested nodes to the total number of nodes, J defined as the number of

nodes of ρi > 0 over N. It represent a scale of how widely the congestion is
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spread.

Fig. 14(a) shows that GA routing policy leads to a continuous jamming

transition as p increases, while LA leads to a discontinuous jamming tran-

sition. This result confirms the results in previous literatures [72, 98]. The

height of the jump in the order parameter ρ after the onset of jamming tran-

sition indicates the ratio of the number of jammed particles to the number

of created particles per time step. Thus, the non-zero value of the jump in

ρ for the LA case in Fig. 14(a) implies that a large fraction of particles are

congested at the onset of the discontinuous jamming transition, while a tiny

fraction of particles are jammed when the continuous jamming transition

occurs for the GA case. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 14(b), a large

fraction of the nodes in the system become congested for both GA (about

15%) and LA (about 50%) routing policy. This result indicates that a large

scale congestion does not always coincide with the discontinuous jamming

transition, in contrast to other traffic systems exhibiting discontinuous jam-

ming transition. It implies that the effect of congestion spreading due to an

adaptive routing policy is not sufficient to explain the occurrence of a sharp

jamming transition in the traffic system with unlimited buffer.

Next, we checked a little rigorously the nature of jamming transition

for LA routing policy according to the finite-size scaling theory [51]. We

observe the behavior of the height of jumps in ρ and J, denoted as δρ and

δJ respectively, across pc(N) of a system of size N with increase of N. We

take the increment of particle generation ratio p as O(1/N) to maintain the

number of created particles in systems per time uniform irrespective of the

network sizeN. We take the average over 10 network configurations for each
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Figure 14: Order parameter ρ (a) and the ratio of congested nodes J (b) for two
routing policies, LA (△) and GA (⃝) versus the particle generation rate
p, respectively.While GA exhibits a continuous jamming transition, LA
does a discontinuous jamming transition. But both routing policies show
a global congestion. It indicates that discontinuous jamming transition
does not coincide generally with large scale congestions in traffic flow
on queueing networks without finite buffer effect.
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Figure 15: Order parameter ρ (⃝) and the ratio of congested nodes J (△) for LA
routing policy in ER networks versus the particle generation rate p, re-
spectively. While ρ exhibits a continuous jamming transition, a global
congestion occurs in the system.
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N. As shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b), δρ increases and δJ remains unchanged

with the system size N, respectively. It implies that the discrete jumps in ρ

and J across the critical point will not disappear even in the thermodynamic

limit. Even though it is the result from a limited range of N, it strongly sup-

ports that the sharp jamming transition in traffic flow on queueing networks

with unlimited buffer for LA policy is probably discontinuous.

3.2.3 Origin of discontinuous jamming transitionwith-
out finite buffer effect

To understand the reason for the difference in two adaptive policies, we in-

vestigate how particles move under each policy. We measure the travel dis-

tance distribution P(l) for particles in the buffer of congested nodes, which

do not reach their destinations until the end of simulations. Note this quan-

tity does not include the waiting time in the buffer. Fig. 17 shows quite dis-

tinct behaviors for two policies that for GA routing policy, most particles in

congested nodes have traveled along a little longer paths than shortest paths,

while for LA routing policy, a large fraction of survived particles have wan-

dered extraordinarily long ways compared with shortest paths. The network

diameter in this simulation is only 7. Combining with Fig. 14(b), it indicates

that under LA routing policy, a huge fraction of particles has trouble get-

ting closer its destination but only go back and forth in local patch of the

system. Because LA routing policy integrates equally topological and con-

gestion information, topological information is nearly ignored at the critical

point where many nodes have long queues. Particles are guided to their least
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Figure 16: The height of jumps at critical points in the order parameter ρ (a) and the
ratio of congested nodes J (b) for LA policy versus the number of nodes
N with error bars, respectively. δρ increases and δJ remains unchanged
with increase of N. Simulations are performed in BA models with γ =
2.2 and ⟨k⟩= 4 during 5×105 steps. All data points are averaged over
10 network configurations respectively.
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congested neighbor nodes and thus become trapped in local regions [76, 77].

Fig. 18 show possible configurations of emergence of particle traps. As N p

particles are created in the system at every time, the number of trapped parti-

cles increases rapidly and thus congestions get worse as time goes on. Such

failure of LA routing policy disintegrates the network into several mutu-

ally unreachable components and finally leads to the discontinuous jamming

transition in traffic flow. Therefore, we guess that excessive congestion-

avoiding behavior of LA routing policy causes the discontinuous jamming

transition in traffic flow on queueing networks lacking finite buffer effect.

Since for GA routing policy, jamming transition is continuous, so lack of

information in routing process may induce the discontinuous jamming tran-

sition in traffic flow on queueing networks without finite buffer effect.

To check our guess that lack of information in routing process leads to

the discontinuous jamming transition in the system with unlimited buffer,

we exam traffic flow with local adaptive policies of extended information

horizon h, defined as follows: a particle is forwarded along the path which

minimizes the quantity,

Lh
i = de +dxh +

∑
j∈xh

n j(t), (3.11)

where xh is the path of length h from present node to node e and de is the

hopping distance from node e to the target along the shortest path. It means

that a particle can obtain information about congestion levels and topology

within a range of distance h from its present node, the information horizon.

Note that LA routing policy corresponds to the case of h = 1 and GA one is
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Figure 17: Travel distance distributions for undelivered particles in the buffer of
congested nodes until the end of simulations for GA and LA policies,
respectively. For LA policy, particles have traveled extraordinarily long
paths. It indicates particles are trapped in some region, thus cannot reach
their destinations. The failure of LA routing policy leads to the fragmen-
tation of communicable network. Data points for LA policy are log-
binned.
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Figure 18: Schematics of possible configurations of particle traps. The particle
(green one) whose final target is the red node, get in trouble to reach
the red node, since LA routing policy always guides the particle low
congested nodes. The particle continues to go back and forth, i.e., it is
trapped.
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Figure 19: Order parameter ρ for adaptive routing policies of various enlarged in-
formation horizons h, respectively.With additional information, discon-
tinuity in ρ at jamming transition point becomes weakened as the h in-
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tem.
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Figure 20: Order parameter ρ for local adaptive policies with memory. Disconti-
nuity in the order parameter at the critical disappears when memory ef-
fect is introduced. Memory effect prevents the particles from trapping
in local regions.
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Figure 21: Order parameter ρ for stochastic adaptive routing policies with various
congestion-avoidance tuning parameter β , respectively. There is a tri-
critical point at βc ≈ 0.8, where the nature of jamming transition be-
comes switched from continuous to discontinuous and vice versa. Also
the jamming transition point pc is most delayed at the βc.
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Figure 22: Expected phase diagram for stochastic adaptive routing policy various
congestion-avoidance control parameter β . There is a tricritical point
at βc ≈ 0.8, where the nature of jamming transition becomes switched
from continuous to discontinuous and vice versa. Also the jamming tran-
sition point pc is most delayed at the βc.
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equivalent to that when h is the network diameter. Fig. 19 exhibits that the

height of jumps at jamming transition points reduces as the information hori-

zon h extends, and finally disappears when h becomes the network diameter.

It implies the amount of available information in local routing procedure af-

fects the behavior of order parameter ρ in the system with unlimited buffer,

hence confirming our guess. Furthermore, discontinuity vanishes if routing

policy transmits a particle to the nodes except the most recently visited one,

i.e. usage of the latest trajectory information, as shown in Fig. 20. It also

confirmed that particle is really trapped in LA routing policy and it leads to

the discontinuous jamming transition.

In addition, we checked another possible generalization. Since at the

jamming transition point, only the congestion level is crucial for local adap-

tive routing protocols. We checked a stochastic adaptive routing policy in

which a particle move to the neighbor node j with probability [76, 77]

wi j =
(n j +1)−β∑

l∈nn(i)(nl +1)−β (3.12)

where n j is the length of queue of node j, nn(i) represents the set of neigh-

bor nodes of node i and β is congestion-avoiding control parameter. Fig. 21

exhibits that there is a crossover between continuous and discontinuous jam-

ming transitions at the tricritical point βc ≃ 0.8. It means that there is an op-

timal congestion-avoidance parameter at which an onset of jamming transi-

tion is mostly delayed but still jamming transition is continuous. It is worth

noting that the tricritical point βc probably coincides with the optimal value

in [76], though it should be checked rigorously. And we conjectured the
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phase diagram for traffic flow on queueing networks with stochastic routing

policy Eq. (3.12), as shown in Fig. 22.

3.3 Summary

In summary, we have studied jamming transitions in traffic flow on queueing

networks with unlimited buffer under two adaptive routing policies, guiding

particles to travel (i) along the locally optimal path (LA), and (ii) along the

globally optimal path (GA).We found that in traffic systems of lacking finite

buffer effect, a large scale congestion does not coincide with the discontinu-

ous jamming transition, contrary to the systems with finite buffer effect. Us-

ing finite size scaling method, we confirmed numerically the sharp jamming

transition with LA routing policy is probably discontinuous. Under local

adaptive policy, particles are guided only to the least congested nodes. Such

excessive congestion-avoiding behavior of local routing policies makes par-

ticles trapped at the jamming transition point and finally makes the system

disintegrated into several mutually unreachable components. Consequently,

the discontinuous jamming transition occurs in the system lacking finite

buffer effect. By examining the behavior of order parameters under extended

local adaptive routing policies of information horizon h and with memory ef-

fect, we checked that discontinuous jamming transitions in traffic flow on

queueing networks with unlimited buffer can be caused lack of information

for adaptive routing policies. And we also checked the jamming transition

properties with stochastic adaptive routing policies and found that there is a

tricritical point across which crossover between continuous and discontinu-
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ous jamming transition occurs. It also exhibits there is an optimal congestion-

avoiding level at which most delayed jamming transition point is obtained

and jamming transition is still continuous. In short, excessive congestion-

avoiding behavior of local routing policies leads to the fragmentation of the

communication networks and thus discontinuous jamming transition occurs

in traffic flow on queueing networks without finite buffer effect.
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Chapter 4

Fundamental diagram for traffic flow
on queueing networks with unlimited
buffer

The fundamental diagram of traffic flow is a primary feature to understand

the properties of traffic dynamics. It is well-known that fundamental dia-

gram is divided into two branches, each of them represents the phase of

traffic flow, and that traffic flow undergoes a sudden jamming transition at

the critical point and there is a hysteresis in traffic flow system [40–46].

The transport efficiency, usually defined as the current of the system, is

maximized at the critical point. Fundamental diagram of traffic flow con-

tains many valuable information about traffic flow system. However, there

are few works about fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queueing net-

works [62, 109, 110]. We studied the fundamental diagram of traffic on

queueing networks with unlimited buffer, which have not investigated so far

as we know. Unexpectedly, transport efficiency in this system is not maxi-

mum at the jamming transition point in general. This is because local con-

gestions affect relatively small damage in the overall traffic flow, which is

observed in usual continuous jamming transitions. Transport efficiency is

maximized when the global congestion begins to occur. This implies that

to correctly understand the properties of traffic flow on queueing networks
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with unlimited buffer, the global order parameter ρ is insufficient and the

scale of congestions should be considered at least.

4.1 Fundamental diagram for traffic on queue-
ing networks with unlimited buffer

Traditionally, the fundamental diagram of traffic flow has been regarded as

the most important picture in traffic system. It is not only easy to observe in

the real world but also contains overall information about the phase structure

of observed traffic systems [40–46]. It is the bridge of connecting the theory

and the reality in traffic system. Fundamental diagram of traffic flow is the

relation between density and the flow of traffic. It is well-known that for

vehicle traffic in highway, fundamental diagram is split into two branches,

which one corresponds to the free-flow phase and the other does the con-

gested phase. For free-flow branch, flow increases linearly with the den-

sity, but there are broad scatterings in congested phase branch, respectively.

It also represents that system undergoes the first-order jamming transition

and that a hysteresis curve exists. There are two critical densities ρc1,ρc2,

between which system follows the upper branch while density ρ increases

from below ρc2 but trace the lower branch while ρ decreases from above

ρc1, respectively. Fig. 23 exhibits features mentioned above well.

To consider the fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queueing net-

work, we should define the density and the flow of traffic flow in first. If

the maximum length of buffer is limited, the density of traffic in the system
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Figure 23: Schematic fundamental diagram of vehicle traffic flow. There are two
main branches; one corresponds to the free-flow state, while another
does the congested state. The traffic undergoes the discontinuous jam-
ming transition at ρc2. There is also hysteresis; traffic flow recovers
free-flow phase at ρc1, which is different from ρc2. Transport efficiency
achieves its maximum at the critical point.
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Figure 24: Fundamental diagram of TASEPmodel. It is the simplest model for traf-
fic flow. Though it does not reproduce the first-order jamming transi-
tion and hysteresis, it exhibits that jamming transition exists in even 1-D
system with only a simple exclusion interaction rule.
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could be defined as follows:

d =
1
N

∑
i

qi

L
. (4.1)

Defining the flow of traffic on networks is rather tricky. Note that the flow

of vehicle traffic represents the efficiency of traffic system. If we define the

flow of traffic on queueing network as the average number of particles arriv-

ing at their destinations per time step, it represents the transport efficiency

of traffic on networks. Moreover, if the congestion occurs in the system, be-

cause it prevents particles from reaching their destination, the number of par-

ticles reaching their destination will decreases. Fig. 25 shows the fundamen-

tal diagram of traffic flow on queueing networks with finite buffer, which

measured using the above definitions of density and flow. The occurrences

of discontinuous jamming transition and hysteresis are observed well in the

simulation results.

However, in the system with unlimited buffer, above definition of den-

sity is no longer valid since there is no upper limit in the number of particles

in system. And traffic system is non-conservative, the number of particles

will diverge with time when the congestion happens. So it is not definite to

use the number of particles as the density. Since the particle creation rate is

an external control parameter relating to the number of particles in the sys-

tem, it may replace the density in traffic system with infinite buffer. We per-

formed simulations in scale-free queueing networks with unlimited buffer

and with various routing policies and measure the fundamental diagram of

traffic flow.
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Figure 25: Fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queueing networks with finite
buffer with biased randomwalks [109, 110]. The flux of traffic achieves
its maximum at a jamming transition point, ρc1. Discontinuous jamming
transition and hysteresis are also exhibited.
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Figure 26: Fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queueing networks with unlim-
ited buffer with routing policies, SP, LA and GA, respectively. Figure
shows that transport efficiency could increases beyond a jamming tran-
sition point in some routing policies. It is an abnormal behavior of traffic
flow on queueing networks with unlimited buffer. Transport efficiency
achieves its maximum when the global congestions begins to occur.
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Fig. 26 shows fundamental diagrams of traffic flow for three routing

policies, SP, LA, and GA, respectively. For LA routing policy, fundamental

diagram shows an abrupt drop at the critical point, which coincides with the

sudden transition in order parameter ρ . In contrast, for GA routing policy,

no sudden drop in flow appears but only smooth decreasing behavior is ex-

hibited. However, for SP policy, there is no abrupt drop or decreasing flow

across the critical point.

To understand such different behaviors in fundamental diagrams, we

look into more details, local order parameters. Using local order parameters,

we can identify the scale of congestions in system. Fig. 27 shows that both

LA and GA routing polices induce large-scale congestions, comparable to

the size of system, while SP brings out localized congestions. If the global

congestion occurs, a large fraction of total flow is affected by congestion

and thus the traffic flow becomes slow. While for occurrence of local con-

gestions, most fraction of traffic flows are free from these congestions. So in

this case, the increasing flows from newly created particles overcomes the

decrease due to local congestion so overall flow of particle traffic does not

decrease beyond the critical point. Note that large scale congestions are gen-

erally induced by congestion spreading mechanism, due to adaptive routing

protocols or finite buffer effect. Since both LA and GA routing policy are

adaptive, large scale congestions happen and the overall traffic flow become

decreasing across the critical point.
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Figure 27: Order parameter ρ (above) and the ratio of congested nodes J (below)
for three routing policies, SP(△), LA (▽) and GA (⃝) versus the par-
ticle generation rate p, respectively. While policy SP and GA exhibit
a continuous jamming transition, LA does a discontinuous jamming
transition. But LA and GA policies show a global congestion while SP
shows a local congestion.
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4.2 Summary

The fundamental diagram of traffic flow is a crucial feature to understand

the properties of traffic dynamics. The transport efficiency, defined as the

current of the system, is maximized usually at the critical point. However,

there are few works about fundamental diagram of traffic flow on queue-

ing networks. We studied the fundamental diagram of traffic on queueing

networks with unlimited buffer. We found that transport efficiency may not

reach its maximum at the jamming transition point. This is because damage

from local congestions is overcome by the increase of new active nodes. It is

observed in continuous jamming transitions lacking of congestion spreading

mechanism. Transport efficiency is maximized when the global congestions

begins to occur. This implies that we should look into local order parame-

ters, not the global order parameter ρ alone, to understand correctly the state

of traffic flow on queueing networks with unlimited buffer.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

For a few past decades, complex networks have attracted much attention and

been investigated intensively. It has been recognized very recently that many

networks in nature and society have a very heterogeneous structure, which is

called the scale-free network. This strong heterogeneous topology of under-

lying networks affects significantly various dynamic processes on networks

such as diffusion, ferromagnetism, epidemics, synchronization, transporta-

tion phenomena and so on.

Among them, transport phenomena on complex networks is very im-

portant since many networks in nature and society play a role of infrastruc-

ture of exchanging various objects such as energy, information and even

people themselves. So it is necessary to appropriately understand transport

phenomena on complex networks to enhance the transport efficiency of the

system. One of the most interesting characteristics observed in transporta-

tion on networks is an emergence of the jamming transitions when the num-

ber of entities in the system exceeds a certain critical value. It is one of col-

lective phenomena, thus studying transport phenomena on networks is also

meaningful in theoretical point of view.

In this dissertation, we studied jamming transitions in traffic flow on

complex queueing networks such as Internet. In this information era, the

amount of exchanged data grows enormously as time goes on, understand-
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ing the features of traffic dynamics on communication networks becomes a

great matter. In the Internet, data are split into several number of basic in-

formation transmission units, called packet, and transmitted through the net-

work of routers and cables. A packet may be regarded as a hypothetical par-

ticle with effective interaction rules. When the number of incoming packets

exceeds the number of removed packets, packet traffic undergoes a jamming

transition, a kind of non-equilibrium phase transitions. There are various in-

gredients affecting the properties of jamming transition: network topology,

particle creation process, routing policy, queueing discipline, bandwidth of

routers and cables, finite buffer effect, and so on. We studied effects of these

factors on the jamming transition with simple cellular automaton models.

It had been accepted that a queueing discipline is not a relevant element

in jamming transitions for traffic flow on complex queueing networks. In the

simple single-queue dynamics, it is obvious that the length of the queue in

steady states is determined fully by the ratio of insertion and removal rate,

respectively. However, we found when both the priority queueing discipline

and an adaptive routing strategy operate simultaneously, the properties of

jamming transitions and structure of phase diagram of traffic are drastically

changed. We introduced a minimal model of traffic with priority queueing

discipline where there are only two sorts of particles, one has priority and

the other does not. Thus, the priority queueing discipline changes the sys-

tem radically: particles are not identical any more. Priority queueing disci-

pline induces an asymmetric interaction between different species of parti-

cles. The particle with priority can pass through the particle without prior-

ity, while the converse is not. Combined with the adaptive routing rule, this
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asymmetric interaction gives a rich structure in phase diagram compared to

those for other queueing disciplines. With priority queueing discipline and

an adaptive routing strategy, the overall congestion is worsened in the low

particle density region, while is improved in high density region, compared

to those for other queueing disciplines.

Other properties such as distribution of waiting time of a particle un-

til arrival to its destination and power spectrum of total number of particles

with (without) priority in the system are investigated. At the jamming tran-

sition point, waiting time distribution of particles with (without) priority ex-

hibits a power-law behavior. A small exponent for particles without priority

represents the trapping effect due to the presence of particles with priority.

Power spectrum of total number of particles with (without) priority exhibits

a crossover behavior between two power laws with distinct exponents, re-

spectively, means that there is a characteristic time scale given from wait-

ing time in the queue and a long-time correlation as well. These existences

of characteristic time scales are due to both the adaptive routing policy and

priority queueing discipline.

Next, we considered the discontinuous jamming transition in traffic

flow on networks. Even though most models show a continuous jamming

transition, there are a few models of exhibiting a discontinuous jamming

transition.Mostmodels of showing a discontinuous jamming transition share

a commonmechanism that the particle transmission rate to a certain node de-

creases significantly when the length of queue of that node exceeds a certain

threshold. Actually it mimics a situation occurring in the system with finite

buffer, i.e., a node of which buffer is fully occupied rejects receiving new
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particles from its neighbors. Thus, this mechanism is called as finite buffer

effect. It seems that discontinuous jamming transition occurs only in the sys-

tem involving such finite buffer effect, however, there is one exception.

We studied the discontinuous jamming transitions in traffic flow on

queueing networks of lacking finite buffer effect. We found that in traffic

system without finite buffer effect, discontinuous jamming transition does

not coincide with large scale congestions, in general. Using local order pa-

rameter field, we identified the size of congestions. We found that discontin-

uous jumps in the global order parameter and the ratio of congested nodes

increases and remains unchanged with increase of system size N, respec-

tively. It strongly indicates the abrupt jamming transition is probably a dis-

continuous transition. Near the jamming transition point, certain local adap-

tive routing policies aim only at finding the least accumulated node and con-

sequently make particles wandering in local patches of whole system. Such

failure of local adaptive routing policies effectively disintegrates the com-

municable system into several mutually unreachable components and thus

leads to a discontinuous jamming transition. We measured distribution of

moving distance of particles in congested nodes which do not reach their

destination until the end of simulations and found that a particle under local

adaptive routing policy has wandered extraordinarily long way compared to

the diameter of underlying networks. It implies particles only go back and

forth within local regions but cannot escape from those patches.

We checked a generalized local adaptive routing policy with extended

information horizon, i.e., a node can access information of congestion level

of nodes within the range of information horizon. We found that discontinu-
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ity in the order parameter at the jamming transition point decreases as the in-

formation horizon extends and finally disappears when the information hori-

zon becomes the diameter of an underlying network. In some sense, it im-

plies that lack of information in routing processes makes particles trapped

and finally leads to the discontinuous jamming transition. Also we used a

stochastic adaptive routing rules with the congestion avoidance control pa-

rameter β . Interestingly, we found that there is a crossover between con-

tinuous and discontinuous jamming transitions across a certain non-zero βc.

In this case, the discontinuous jamming transition occurs also due to ex-

cessive congestion avoiding behavior of routing policies which causes the

fragmentation of reachable systems. Thus, we concluded that the excessive

congestion-avoiding behavior of local routing policies fragments the sys-

tem and leads to discontinuous jamming transitions eventually, without fi-

nite buffer effect.

Finally, we studied fundamental diagram of particle traffic on queueing

networks with unlimited buffer. We measured the fundamental diagram, or-

der parameter and the ratio of congested nodes for traffic on queueing net-

works by using proper alternative quantities. Unlike other systems such as

vehicle traffic or particle traffic on queueing networks with finite buffer, we

found that maximum of transport efficiency does not coincide generally with

the jamming transition point. We found that maximum transport efficiency

is achieved at the occurrence of large scale congestions. This result implies

that the global order parameter is insufficient to describe properly the char-

acteristics of traffic flow on queueing networks with unlimited buffer stor-

ages.
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초록

네트워크는노드와링크로구성된가상적인대상이다.일반적인정의덕

분에, 네트워크는 자연과 사회에 존재하는, 구성요소와 상호작용 모두

다양한,복잡계를표현하는데적합하다.그러나최근까지도많은네트워

크들이,소위척도없는네트워크라고불려지는불균일한구조를가지고

있다는 것이 알려지지 않았다. 기반 네트워크의 이러한 불균일한 구조

는그위에서일어나는다양한동역학들,확산,아이징동역학,전염병학,

동기화, 그리고교통흐름등등에큰영향을미친다.

다양한현상들중에서도,복잡계네트워크위에서의수송현상은매

우중요한데, 그것은많은네트워크들이상품이나에너지, 정보또는사

람등의물리적인대상을전송하는데사용되는기반구조로써기능하기

때문이다. 따라서효율적인수송을위해서는복잡계네트워크위에서의

수송 현상을 이해하는 것이 필요하다. 또한, 복잡계 네트워크 위에서의

수송현상에서가장흥미로운특징중하나가전송물질의수가어떤임

계값을넘었을때정체상전이가발생한다는것이다. 이는 창발하는집

단현상의좋은예이고,따라서네트워크위에서의수송현상을연구하는

것은이론적인관점에서도의미있는일이라고할수있다.

본 논문에서, 우리는 인터넷과 같은 복잡한 대기열 네트워크 위의

교통흐름에서발생하는정체상전이에대해서연구하였다.인터넷에서

데이터는패킷이라고불리는여러개의기본적인정보단위로쪼개져서,

라우터와케이블을통해전송된다.패킷은일종의가상적인입자라고생

각할수있다. 계에유입되는입자의수가계에서나가는입자의수보다

많아지면, 교통 흐름에서 정체 상전이가 일어난다. 대기열 네트워크 위
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에서 교통 흐름의 정체 상전이에 영향을 주는 다양한 요소들이 존재한

다. 네트워크의위상구조, 입자의생성과정, 길안내규약, 대기열제어

규약,라우터와케이블의대역폭,유한한버퍼크기효과등등이있다.우

리는세포자동자모형을이용하여이런요소들이정체상전이에미치는

효과를연구하였다.

첫 번째로, 우리는대기열제어규약이대기열네트워크위의교통

흐름에서일어나는정체상전이에미치는영향을연구하였다.우리는우

선순위대기열규약과적응적길안내규약이동시에사용되었을때정체

상전이의특징과교통의상그림의구조가크게바뀌는것을발견하였다.

우리는우선순위대기열규약이사용된가장단순한교통모형을제안하

였다. 이 모형에는우선권이있고없고의두단계의우선권만이존재한

다. 우선순위 대기열규약은다른종류의입자사이에비대칭적인상호

작용을 유발한다. 적응적 길 안내 규약과 결합되어서, 이런 비대칭적인

상호작용이 다른 대기열 규약들에 비해 풍부한 상그림 구조를 만든다.

게다가, 우선순위 대기열규약과적응적길안내규약이동시에사용될

때,전체적인교통정체는입자의밀도가낮을때에더악화되고,반면에

입자의밀도가높을때는개선되었다.

다음으로, 우리는대기열네트워크위의교통흐름에서불연속적인

정체상전이에대해서연구하였다. 불연속적인정체상전이가일어나는

대부분의경우에서, 어떤 노드로의입자전송비율이그노드의대기열

길이가일정한값을넘어서있으면급격하게감소하는공통적인현상을

보인다. 이것은저장버퍼의크기가유한한것을반영하기위한것이다.

이런유한한버퍼효과를가지는계에서만불연속적인정체상전이가일

어나는것처럼보이지만, 예외적인경우가있다.

우리는유한한버퍼효과가없는대기열네트워크위의교통흐름에
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서,불연속적인정체상전이가,유한한버퍼대기열네트워크의경우와는

다르게, 대규모의 정체와 일치하는 것은 아님을 발견하였다. 또한 우리

는광역질서변수와정체노드의비율에서발생하는불연속적인도약이

시스템의크기가증가함에도각각증가하고일정하게유지됨을발견하

였다. 이것은 관찰된급격한정체상전이가정말로불연속일수있음을

강력하게시사한다. 부분적인 적응적길안내규약하에정체상전이가

일어나는 지점에서, 위상 정보는 무시되고 입자들은 가장 정체가 덜한

노드로만움직인다. 이런 부분적인적응적길안내규약의행동은전체

네트워크를상호도달이불가능한여러개의부분네트워크들로쪼개버

린다.

우리는정보지평선을가지는일반화된부분적인적응적길안내규

약의영향을조사하였다.이길안내규약에서는,정보지평선안에있는

모든노드들의교통정체정도와구조적인정보를얻어올수있다. 우리

는 정체 상전이 지점에서 질서 변수의 불연속적인 도약의 높이가 정보

지평선이 확대 될수록 줄어들고 최종적으론, 정보 지평선의 크기가 네

트워크의 지름과 같아졌을 때, 불연속적 도약이 완전히 사라짐을 발견

하였다. 또한우리는조절변수를가지는일반적인확률적인동적길안

내규약에대해서살펴보았다. 우리는조절변수값이증가함에따라서,

교통흐름에발생하는정체상전이가연속정체상전이에서불연속적인

정체 상전이로 바뀌는 것을 발견하였다. 이들로부터, 우리는 유한한 버

퍼효과가없는대기열네트워크의교통흐름에서일어나는불연속적인

정체상전이는, 길안내규약의과도한정체회피행동이계의분절화를

야기함으로써발생함을발견했다.

마지막으로,우리는무한한버퍼를가지는대기열네트워크위의교

통흐름에서기본그림을연구하였다. 우리는최대전송효율이, 자동차
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교통이나유한한버퍼대기열네트워크에서의경우와는다르게,정체상

전이가 일어나는 때와 일치하지 않음을 발견하였다. 우리는 최대 전송

효율이대규모정체가발생하는지점에서얻어짐을발견하였다.이결과

는 광역 질서 변수만으론 무한한 버퍼 대기열 네트워크 위에서의 교통

흐름의성질을올바르게알수없음을말해준다.

주요어 : 교통흐름, 정체상전이, 불연속정체상전이, 상그림, 자유흐

름 상태, 교통 정체 상태, 패킷, 우선 순위 대기열, 대기열 규약, 적응적

길안내규약, 대규모정체, 기본그림, 수송효율, 유한크기축척이론,
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